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IMPACT OF SIGNAL TIMING INFORMATION ON SAFETY AND
EFFICIENCY OF SIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS
Anuj Sharma1 ; Lelitha Vanajakshi2; Girish, V 3; Harshitha, M. S.4

ABSTRACT: Signalized intersections are provided in traffic networks to improve the safety
and efficiency of vehicular and pedestrian movement. There are various measures under
education, enforcement and engineering headings that are being attempted to improve safety
and efficiency of operations at a signalized intersection. Provision of signal countdown timer,
a timer showing the remaining red and green time in a phase, is one such measure and is
commonly adopted in India. However, studies on effects of countdown timer under Indian
traffic conditions are very scarce. Traffic heterogeneity and lack of lane discipline makes
transferability of models developed in other countries (with more organized traffic)
infeasible. The present study is an attempt to analyze the changes in queue discharge
characteristics and red light violations (RLV) under Indian traffic conditions due to the
presence of timer. A before and after analysis was carried out using the data collected from a
selected intersection in Chennai, India. The analysis is carried out for different vehicle types
in the presence and absence of timers separately for the start and end of red/green. Results
showed that the information provided at the start of green (end of red) enhances efficiency,
the startup lost time is reduced and there is an increase in red light violations. Two wheelers
present at the start of the queue are found to be the category that is mostly affected by this
information. However, the information provided at end of green (start of red) was found to
reduce the red light violations. In the presence of information, it was found that the
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propensity of RLV (proportion of cycles having RLV) reduced from 59 % to 31 % at the end
of green (start of red) and there was an increase from 12 % to 75 % at the start of green (end
of red) with statistically significant drop in the headways (indicating an increased efficiency).
Also, in presence of information, the intensity of RLV (Mean RLVs per RLV cycle) for both
start of red and end of red reduced from 3.32 to 2.30 vehicles and 8.52 to 5.60 vehicles
respectively. The impacts varied based on the vehicle types with major impacts on the two
wheelers. The queue discharge models show a significant change in trend implying a need to
update the signal timings when the timer’s are installed. These results also bring into light the
trade-off between safety and efficiency and the choices drivers make in the presence of phase
change information. These trade-offs should be carefully considered as the technology
advances and drivers are provided more and more information. For example, with the advent
of intellidrive technology (vehicle to infrastructure communications), the extent of
information provided to the drivers should be tailored to achieve system optimality and
results from studies such as the present one can help in decision making.
Keywords: Safety and efficiency of signalized intersections; Countdown signal timers;
Discharge headway; Red light violation.
INTRODUCTION

The efficiency of an urban roadway system depends heavily on the efficiency of the
signalized intersections, since they are one of the main bottleneck causes in urban roadways.
Signalized intersections are introduced to increase efficiency and reduce accidents in the road
network. Several measures are adopted to increase the safety and efficiency of these
signalized intersections. These measures can be grouped under three headings, namely,
engineering, education and enforcement. Countdown timers are one such measure which can
fall under the engineering heading and is becoming more popular in many countries
including India.

A countdown timer indicates the time remaining for the phase change, which makes
drivers more prepared to respond to the signal change. The phase information is expected to
affect driver behavior. Such timers are becoming more popular in many countries and have
been installed in many intersections in India. However, scientific studies in this area under
Indian conditions are very limited, and those that are available in literature compared
different intersections with and without timers (Sharma et al. 2009). Studies from other
countries in this area reports mixed results, as detailed in the literature review. Further, since
driver behavior varies widely between countries, there is a need for separate studies from
different geographical locations. The present study concentrates on the effect of these timers
on the queue discharge characteristics and propensity and intensity of red light violations
(RLV) at a signalized intersection under Indian traffic conditions.
Indian traffic being heterogeneous and less lane disciplined, special care was taken to
include these features in the analysis. To take heterogeneity into account, classified analysis
was carried out for each type of vehicle. The classification considered includes two-wheelers,
three wheelers and cars. In the case of headway, the classification was made based on the
following vehicle, making the assumption that the following vehicle mainly decides the gap
to be left between the vehicles. The lack of lane discipline is another feature of Indian traffic
which causes much difficulty with data collection and analysis. In the present study this issue
is tackled by not analyzing the data lane by lane, but by considering the road width as a
whole and noting down the headway, whenever two of the vehicles are following one
another. Sampled data were collected making sure that observations under each category
were obtained in each interval.
The section below briefly describes the available literature in this area and is
followed by a section detailing the data collection process. The analysis of data is presented
next followed by results and discussions.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Since the present study concentrates on the effect of timers on queue discharge headway and
RLV, the literature in these two areas are briefly discussed in this section.
Queue Discharge Headway

Discharge headway is the time difference between consecutive vehicles at a reference point
when they move during the green phase. The first vehicle’s headway is measured as the time
elapsed from the start of green to the time it crosses the reference line. The second headway
is the time between the first and second vehicle, etc. Common practice is to measure the
headways as the rear wheels of the reference vehicle cross the curb line. If the measurement
does not include the vehicle length, which is the time difference between the rear of the
previous vehicle to the front of the next vehicle, it is referred to as gap.
Earlier studies reported the first few headways to be higher since they include the
reaction time of the drivers, which will get shorter with every subsequent driver in the line
with the reaction times overlapping. Finally, headways/gaps tend to level out to the minimum
headway/gap value. This generally occurs when vehicles have fully accelerated by the time
they reach the reference line. It is reported that this “leveling off” begins with the fourth or
fifth headway/gap (Roger et al. 1998). Figure 1 represents this ideal change in headway. This
is the accepted norm at present with the first vehicle having the maximum headway, which
will decrease for consecutive vehicles and reach a constant headway after the 4th or 5th
vehicle. The accepted value of constant headway after it levels out is 1.9 seconds in the
Highway Capacity Manual (2000).
Many studies report the above observation of headway being high at the start of
green and leveling off after the 4th or 5th vehicle (Greenshields, 1947; Carstens, 1971;
Kunzman, 1978; Moussavi, and Tarawneh, 1990). Though all these studies showed the
standard trend of headway becoming constant after few initial vehicles, over the years the

studies showed a gradual reduction in this start up lost time (which is the main reason for
larger headway at the start of green), with more aggressive driving habits and better
acceleration performance of vehicles. Lu (1984) analyzed the protected and unprotected leftturn vehicles at signalized intersections and showed that smaller vehicles require smaller
discharge headways. Also, it was reported that left-turn vehicles had lower discharge
headway values than the other vehicles. Lee and Chen (1986) examined the sensitivity of
different factors affecting the discharge headway of straight-through movement of passenger
cars. It was found that the approach speed limits and queue length significantly influenced the
discharge headway. Parker (1996) investigated the effect of heavy vehicles on discharge
headway of the following vehicles. It was found that vehicle size of leading and following
vehicles had important bearings on the discharge headway. Tong and Hung (2002) proposed a
neural network (NN) approach to simulate the queued vehicle discharge headway. Khosla
and Williams (2006) studied the effect of length of green phase at an intersection on vehicle
headways and showed no significant difference in vehicle headways when the green time is
increased.
However, as can be seen from the literature review, majority of the above studies
were based on data from homogeneous, lane disciplined traffic conditions. These
observations may not be true for the heterogeneous, less lane disciplined traffic such as that
in India. Under Indian conditions, since vehicles do not wait in queue, such an observation
with respect to queue position will not be possible. One can observe with respect to time
from start of green and check for a similar trend. Also, many of the intersections in India and
other Asian countries are being equipped with countdown timers that display the time left
before the signal indication change. Though these timers are more informative in nature, they
will affect many traffic characteristics including discharge headway. For example, with the
extra information of the time remaining for the green indication to start, drivers will be much
more alert which will reduce the initial lost time. However, studies on the impact of

countdown timers on queue discharge patterns are limited under heterogeneous conditions
(Ibrahim et al. 2008; Sharma et al. 2009; Limanond, et al. 2009; Chiou and Chang 2010) and
most of them were focusing on one geographic area, had only limited data, or analysed data
from different intersections. This highlights a need for additional studies to investigate the
signal countdown impact in detail, and perhaps the need to perform similar studies in
different geographical areas with a larger sample size and data being collected from the same
intersection, with and without a timer. The present study takes into account these limitations
and analyses the discharge headway variation at signalized intersection under Indian traffic
conditions with data collected from the same location which will help in reaching the
absolute values of minimum headway and how it is comparable under with and without timer
scenario.

Red Light Violations
As per the FHWA information guide (FHWA-HRT-04-091) on signalized intersections, one
primary cause of collisions at signalized intersections is a motorist entering an intersection
when the red signal is displayed, and as a consequence colliding with another motorist,
pedestrian, or bicyclist who is legally within the intersection. Another FHWA report (Report
number FHWA-RD-00-112) shows that red light runners cause 16 to 20% of all collisions at
signalized intersections. Countermeasures proposed to address red light running include
removal of unwarranted traffic signals, changing the signal timing, improving the visibility of
the traffic signal, or enforcement (FHWA-HRT-04-091). Several studied the effect of one or
more of the above measures on RLV and are briefly listed below, grouped under three
headings.

Enforcement Cameras

Video camera enforcement of red light violations has been adopted as a measure for
enhancing safety at intersections. Retting et al. (2003) reviewed and evaluated the
international literature regarding the effectiveness of cameras to reduce both red light
violations and crashes and reported that, overall, injury crashes including rear-end collisions,
were reduced by 25-30% as a result of camera enforcement. Effect of enforcement cameras
was also studied by Martinez and Porter (2006) based on data from Virginia, USA and
reported a decrease in overall red light running at camera sites. They also reported that the
characteristics of a typical red light runner remained the same at camera and non-camera
locations. Lum and Wong (2002, 2003) used a logit model (2002) and generalized linear
modeling (2003) and reported that the propensity to stop at camera approaches about 17
times more than at non-camera approaches based on their study in Singapore. Thomas and
Hess (2009) studied the effect of red-light cameras for the prevention of road traffic crashes
and concluded that the cameras are effective in reducing total casualty crashes.

Engineering
Optimally designed signal timing plans have been reported to impact the propensity of red
light violations. Retting and Greene (1997) showed in their study that the dilemma zone acts
as a major influencing parameter on red light violation. Retting et al. (2008) showed that the
provision of adequate yellow signal timing reduces red light running to some extent, and
effective enforcement by red light cameras to support it can be effective in reducing red light
violations. Horst (1988) also analyzed the effect of the length of the yellow interval on driver
decision making. Datta et al. (2000a, 2000b) compared the red light violation characteristics
at intersections in Michigan, USA, with all-red intervals and those without all-red intervals.
The studies indicated a significantly lower red light violation rate at the traffic signals with
all-red intervals as compared to the intersections where there were no all-red intervals or

insufficient all-red intervals. Studies on the effect of yellow intervals (Mahalel and Zaidel,
1985a), flashing green (Mahalel and Zaidel, 1985b), and flashing amber (Newton et al. 1997)
on RLV were also reported.
Porter and England (2000) analyzed yellow runners and red runners separately and
carried out a prediction of red light running by considering driver characteristics. Craig et al.
(1997) reported on the effect of a new signal phasing system, which will help drivers to make
safe stopping or crossing decisions, and reported a reduction in red light violations due to the
system. Grembek et al. (2009) also reported a study on the development of enhanced signal
timing models for possible reduction of red light running (RLR). They used discrete choice
models to determine the significant influencing factors of RLR including traffic and control
characteristics and using that to find the enhanced signal timing plans that can potentially
reduce RLR.

Information
From a theoretical perspective, the timing display is also a communication device and there
are many studies which analyzed how timers or other communication devices are expected to
affect driver behavior. Lum and Halim (2006) investigated the driver response at a signalized
intersection approach installed with a green signal countdown device in Singapore. The
impacts of pedestrian countdown signals on driver behavior was studied by Nambisan and
Karkee (2010) and Huey and Ragland (2007). In terms of drivers’ feedback to timer
installation, questionnaire surveys were conducted and reported by Wang and Yang (2006)
and He et al. (2009), and the results indicated that 87.5% of surveyed drivers and 93.5% of
pedestrians prefer signal countdown devices to traditional traffic signals. Ma et al. (2010)
investigated the impacts of green signal countdown devices and reported an increase in
capacity and a reduction in red light violations due to timers in China. Chiou and Chang

(2010) studied the effect of green signal countdown display (GSCD) and red signal
countdown display (RSCD) on driver behavior. Three driver responses to GSCD, including
late-stopping ratio, dilemma zone and decision to cross, and three driver responses to RSCD,
including early start ratio, start-up delay, and discharge headway are observed and analyzed.
Kidwai et al. (2005) studied the effect of countdown timers on red light running in
Malaysia. Three intersections without timers and four intersections with timers were
considered and the red light running data were compared. It was observed that the incidences
of red light violations were about two times higher in no-timer cases than in cases with
timers. Vanajakshi et al. (2010) studied the RLV characteristics under heterogeneous traffic
conditions, with and without countdown timers, under Indian traffic conditions. RLV data
were collected from two intersections, one with a timer and one without a timer. The results
showed a significant difference between the RLV behaviors at the start and end of red
without timers. These differences were observed to be insignificant with the presence of a
countdown timer. However, the above studies compared RLVs at different locations and
hence the effects can be due to other geometric and traffic factors.
Overall, reported studies on headway distribution at signalized intersections and red
light violation so far are mainly from homogeneous traffic conditions. However,
heterogeneous and less lane disciplined traffic with vehicles occupying the entire width of
roadway, may not share the same trends as observed in homogenous cases. Variation in
dimensions of different categories of vehicle significantly affects these characteristics with
wide-bodied vehicles such as trucks, occupy the full lane, whereas smaller, two- or threewheeled vehicles travel side by side in one lane. During red, these smaller vehicles weave
through the bigger vehicles that are in queue and occupy the front of the queue, even beyond
the stop line. These vehicles also tend to start moving towards the end of red if the other leg
of traffic is not too congested, resulting in red light running. This makes the problem of red
light violation and headway distribution under mixed traffic conditions completely different

from that in the homogeneous traffic conditions. The present study explores this by collecting
and analyzing headway and red light violation data under Indian traffic conditions.
Also, there are some studies listed on the effect of timers that compare different
intersections with and without timers (Sharma et al. 2009; Ibrahim et al. 2008; Vanajakshi et
al. 2010). Studies from other countries in this area report mixed results as detailed in the
literature review. Developing standards for such timers will require more studies from
different geographical areas. Further, since driver behavior varies widely between countries,
there is a need for several separate studies from different geographical locations. The present
study concentrates on the effect of these timers on the efficiency and safety of signalized
intersections under Indian traffic conditions. A before and after analysis in the presence and
absence of countdown timers at the same intersection is carried out in this study in order to
exclusively study the effect of the timer, keeping other factors the same.

DATA COLLECTION
In the present study, a videographic technique was adopted for data collection. Since the
signal and timer indication and the corresponding traffic movement are spatially separated,
two video cameras were used for the data collection. One camera was used for capturing the
signal and timer indication and the other captured the corresponding traffic movement. Since,
the data on RLV and headway are in the range of a few seconds, it was important to make
sure that these two cameras were synchronized. This was ensured by using special hardware
and software which allowed capture of the synchronized feed from the two cameras together.
The captured videos were played in the laboratory later to manually extract the required data,
which included classified headway and red light violations. Ten days of data were collected
from the selected intersection in Chennai, India and are used for the analysis. Data were

collected from 11AM to 12 PM for 10 days - five with timer and five without timer for the
same day of the week.
The selected intersection, as shown in Figure 2, was a four-legged one. The
Northbound through movement was selected for the present study. A pre-timed signal control
is implemented at the study site with a constant cycle time of 105 seconds. It had 60 seconds
red, 39 seconds green and 6 seconds amber during the data collection period. A suitable
vantage point was selected, at the intersection from where the signal indication and traffic
flow at the stop line could be simultaneously captured. Two cameras were used, one zoomed
to record the signal head (and countdown timer, if switched on) and the other recorded the
traffic controlled by the above mentioned signal head. Time synchronization was achieved by
recording both the video cameras on the same computer. The laptop used screen capture
software to time stamp and record the live feed. A sample screen shot is shown in Figure 3.

The data extraction was carried out manually. The classified total number of
vehicles moving in each cycle was noted for a total of 170 cycles for each condition.
A total of 6,800 two-wheelers, 1,431 auto-rickshaws (motorized 3-wheelers), 192
buses and 4,311 cars were observed without countdown timers. A total of 7,276 two
wheelers, 1,438 auto-rickshaws, 174 buses and 4,914 cars were observed with
countdown timers. Figure 4 shows the volume distribution per cycle before and after
the installation of a countdown timer. It can be seen that the volumes and volume
distribution did not change much in the before and after countdown timer cases.
There are multiple factors affecting the queue-discharge characteristics and
propensity and intensity of red light running at an intersection. The following
parameters were analyzed in this paper:

o Time of occurrence: Table 1a lists time of occurrence-related factors that can
affect queue discharge characteristics. Due to the presence of start-up lost
time, the saturation flow rates are only observed a few seconds after the end
of red. Vehicles approaching the intersection at the start or end of red have
different attributes that might favor or hinder the propensity of RLV. The
factors with positive sign are hypothesized to favor the probability of RLV
and the ones with negative sign hinder the probability. As an example, a
driver approaching an intersection at the start of red is continuing on the past
right of way and will have lower chances of having a conflicting vehicle cross
the intersection, whereas a vehicle starting at the end of red will have a higher
probability of finding vehicles on the intersection.
o Phase Information: The presence of information would impact the startup lost
times. Table 1b lists phase information-related factors that can affect the start
up losses and propensity of RLV. When there is no countdown timer, drivers
get the warning of onset of red in the form of the amber phase. However,
there is no information available regarding when the green is going to start
(except for knowing the phase sequence and looking at amber of conflicting
phase if possible). In the presence of a phase countdown timer, the drivers
have exact knowledge of time remaining for the end of green or end of red.
The exact information for end of red may lead to an increase in the propensity
of red light runners trying to reduce their delay.
o Vehicle Characteristics: Generally, two-wheelers have higher maneuverability
and acceleration, and therefore have higher saturation flow rates. Table 1c

lists factors related to vehicle characteristics that can affect the discharge
headway and propensity of RLV. Individual vehicle characteristics like
acceleration characteristics, maneuverability and size (to reach to the start of
queue) and ignition time impact the probability of RLV.
In this paper an empirical study is pursued to determine the properties that have
the dominant impact on the queue discharge characteristics and propensity of red
light running. It should be noted that the study was carried out using data from one
signalized intersection and results and numbers can only indicate the existence of a
trend which will have to be corroborated in future by conducting a large scale study
with multiple sites.
In the present study, the red light violations were classified based on the
following criteria:
1. Timer or no timer
2. Start or end of red
3. Vehicle Type – Cars, Auto Rickshaw, and two-wheelers
The headway was measured by selecting a reference line and noting the time
difference between two consecutive vehicles crossing the line. The headways were
classified based on the following vehicle. Since many vehicles stop beyond stop line
under the Indian traffic conditions, the reference line was selected towards the center
of the intersection, instead of the stop line, which is the usual reference point for
headway and red light violation studies. The number of red light violations were
counted and classified based on i) time of occurrence at start of red or end of red and
ii) vehicle type.

DATA ANALYSIS
Headway Analysis
Table 2 lists the distribution of different vehicles in the reduced headway data. The
headways, classified based on the following vehicle type, was used in the analysis. Box plots
were generated for the observed headway in timer and no-timer conditions and are shown in
Figure 5. The groups were based on time elapsed from the start of green time. The text in
each box is the median value for that group. The most dramatic effect of the presence of a
countdown timer was observed for two-wheelers where the median value of the first group
drops from 2.5 seconds to 1.0 second.
The cumulative distribution functions for headways in the first 10 seconds from the
start of green (early green) and headway after 10 seconds from the start of green (late green)
were compared for timer and no-timer cases for each vehicle type. The hypothesis that the
empirical headway distribution for each vehicle types during early/late green is drawn from
the same underlying distribution was tested for timer and no-timer cases. Two samples
Kolmogrov-Smirnov test (KS-test) was used to test this hypothesis (Eadie et.al. 1971). The
KS-test is a non-parametric test and thus makes no assumption about the distribution of the
underlying data.
Figure 6 presents the results of the KS-test for all the vehicle types between no-timer
and timer cases. The solid line represents empirical distribution function for timer and the
dashed line represents the no-timer case. Early green headway distribution, which will
influence the startup lost time, is represented by thicker lines. The only null hypothesis to be
rejected at 5% level of significance was for two-wheeler early green. So, the two-wheelers
are the only group of vehicles that are statistically significantly affected by the presence of
information. It should be noted that late green (surrogate of saturation flow rate) is not
significantly affected for any vehicle type.

The next step of the analysis was to fit the data to a two-regime linear model for all
the vehicle types. The first regime would represent the start-up lost time regime and would
start with initial high values of headway and gradually settle towards saturation headway, and
the second regime would be nearly constant at saturation headway. The change of the first
regime to second regime is called the point of inflection. The unknown variables were
constant term for first regime, slope of first regime, the point of inflection from first regime
to second regime and slope of second regime. Matlab was used to code an exhaustive search
on the unknowns to choose the two-regime linear regression model, which can give the
lowest mean square error. The result from the search is shown in Figure 7. It can be seen that
the two-regime models for all vehicle types are flatter in the presence of a timer because of
lower startup losses. As can be observed from queue discharge profile for the study site,
there is a need to develop general queue discharge model that can be widely used when the
timers are installed. Also, the new queue discharge models will require a change of timing
plans for efficient operations at the intersection where timers are installed.
RLV Analysis
Figure 8 shows a plot of the percentage of cycles seeing red light violations and the number
of RLVs averaged over all the cycles having at least one RLV in that category. It can be seen
that the volumes and volume distribution did not change much in the before and after
countdown timer cases. Since the phase timings, geographic conditions, ambient environment
and volume distribution remained the same in the before and after study, any changes in the
RLVs can be attributed to the impact of information. The next section presents a detailed
analysis on the impact of information on the red light violations. There were very few buses
that were observed to violate red light and hence this study does not assess the effect of
information on buses. Some of the specific trends that can be noted from Figure 7 are:
1. The number of cycles having red light running at the start of red reduces in the
presence of the phase information. While 59% of cycles had red light violations in

the absence of phase information display, this drops to 31% in the presence of phase
time information. This implies that most of the drivers use the end of green
information to make safe stop decisions. There is a reduction in Mean RLV per RLV
cycle, which drops down from 3.32 to 2.30 vehicles.
2. The number of cycles having a red light running at the start of red increases
significantly in presence of the phase information. 12% of cycles had red light
violations in the absence of phase information display, which increased to 75% in the
presence of timer. This implies that most of the driver’s use the end of red
information to reduce their delays in lieu of safety. There is a reduction in Mean
RLV per RLV cycle which drops down from 8.52 to 5.60 vehicles. This implies the
propensity of RLV increases several fold whereas intensity falls down a notch. The
fall in intensity might be due to the huge increase in the observed samples with RLV.

It can also be seen from Figure 7 that the effect of an increase in the number of RLV
at the end of red is much more pronounced than the effect on reduction of RLV at the start of
red. Thus the presence of information both at the start and end of red leads to an overall
increase in the propensity for as well as intensity of RLVs
Analysis of the propensity and intensity of RLVs for individual vehicle types in the
presence and absence of phase information was also carried out. For eliminating the bias of
the proportional contribution of each vehicle type based on the number of arrivals of each
vehicle type, the proportion of the number of red light violations per cycle per unit arrival for
that specific vehicle type were used for analysis. This was calculated by dividing the number
of red light violations per cycle, for each vehicle type, by the total number of arrivals per
cycle of that specific vehicle type. This proportion is termed as “RLV proportion” for the rest
of the paper.

Figure 9 presents the empirical distribution function (CDF) of RLV proportion for
with and without countdown timer over all the cycles. The solid line represents the CDF of
RLV proportion in the presence of phase information and the dashed line represents the CDF
of RLV proportion in the absence of phase information. A two-sample, one-tailed
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test was conducted to compare the CDFs of RLV proportion
with and without phase information.
In case of start of red, the alternate hypothesis tested was that the RLV proportion
CDF for the timer case is larger than in the no-timer case. As an example, for two-wheelers,
nearly 50% of cycles have 0 RLV proportion in absence of phase information at the start of
red, and this value jumps to 0.75 in the presence of information. This implies that the red
light propensity is reduced for the two wheelers at the start of red due the presence of
information. It should also be seen that the CDF curve for no-timer case is shifted to the
right once it leaves the zero mark, implying that red light intensity is higher in the cycles for
the no-timer case. In the case of end of red, the alternate hypothesis that the RLV proportion
CDF for timer cases is smaller than in the no-timer case was tested. The smaller CDF for the
timer case implies that a lower number of red light violations occur at lower frequency. Thus
the information provided at the end of red would lead to higher red light violations.
The results of the K-S test are annotated in each of the CDF plots. The value “h=1” implies
that the K-S test rejects the null hypothesis at 5% significance. The p-value for the test is also
provided in each plot.
The main insights that can be drawn from Figure 9 are listed below:
Start of Red Analysis
1. Two-wheelers and cars are the main contributors to red-light violations
happening at the start of red. Auto-Rickshaws constitute only a minimal number of
RLVs during the start of green. There may be two reasons for this result: Firstly,

auto-rickshaws do not have high acceleration capabilities and are less prone to
accelerating towards the end of green.

Secondly, the auto-rickshaws carry

passengers for fare and are more cognizant about passenger comfort.
2. There is a statistically significant drop in red light running for both cars and twowheelers at the start of red in the presence of phase information. This can either be
because of the fact that both two-wheelers and cars use the presence of phase
information to enhance their safety at the start of red or the traffic on other approach
start moving and thus reducing the number of red light runner for this approach.
End of Red Analysis
There is a statistically significant increase in the number of red light violations at the start of
green for all three vehicle types. The amount of impact is greater for two-wheelers and autorickshaws as compared to cars. This can be explained by the positioning of these vehicles in
the queue. In general, two-wheelers and auto-rickshaws are at the start of queue and have a
higher feasibility of violating the red light at the end of red. All the vehicles try to reduce
their delay in lieu of safety if the information is provided about the start of green. This
observation is in close agreement with the reduction in start-up lost time reported by Sharma
et al. (2009) while studying the impact of the timer on queue discharge behavior.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The results indicate that there is a significant change in the queue discharge models when the
phase information is provided. This would require appropriate changes be made to the signal
timing plans for optimal operations. The analysis indicates that two-wheelers are significantly
affected by the presence of information and there is statistically significant improvement in
queue discharge efficiency in the first 10 seconds for two-wheelers. Since the two-wheelers
are generally at the start of the queue, this gain in efficiency is translated to the overall queue
discharge.

Red light violations results show that the information provided to the users is used
differently during the start or end of red. The information provided at the start of red results
in improved safety whereas the information provided at the end of red results in improved
efficiency in lieu of safety. In the presence of information, it was found that the propensity of
RLV (proportion of cycles having RLV) reduced from 59 % to 31 % at the start of red and at
the end of red there was an increase from 12 % to 75 %. Also, in the presence of information,
the intensity of RLV (Mean RLVs per RLV cycle) for both start of red and end of red
reduced from 3.32 to 2.30 vehicles and 8.52 to 5.60 vehicles respectively. The impacts varied
based on the vehicle types. These results bring into light the trade-off between safety and
efficiency and the choices drivers make in the presence of information. These trade-offs
should be carefully considered as the technology advances and drivers are provided more and
more information. It should be noted that this study only captures long term impact of
countdown timers, which should be considered in subsequent evaluations. With the advent of
Intellidrive technology (vehicle to infrastructure communications) the extent of information
provided to the drivers should be tailored to achieve system optimality in pre defined
objectives. More research is needed to analyze the effect of the time of day, weather
conditions and geometric layout on the RLV propensity and intensity in the presence of phase
information.
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Table 1. Properties affecting the propensity of RLV at an intersection
a) Time of occurrence
Start Red

End Red

+ High initial speed

- Starting from stop

+ Continue on the past right of way

- Infringe on the post right of way

- High acceleration not possible

+ High acceleration not possible

b) Phase information available to the driver
No-timer

Timer

- Warning on onset of red by yellow

- Exact information on end of green but

phase

the same information at yellow

- No information on end of red

+Exact information for end of red

c) Vehicle characteristics
Cars

Auto Rickshaw

Two wheelers

Bus

+ High

- lower

+ Highest

- lowest

acceleration

acceleration power

acceleration

acceleration power

possible

- occupying

possible

- generally

-Generally

middle row during

+generally

occupying last row

occupying last

red

occupying first

during red

positions during

- slowest ignition

positions during

- slower ignition

red

time

red

time

+Fast ignition time

+fast ignition time

Table 2: Distribution of vehicle headway in the reduced data

a. No Timer
Car

TW

Auto

Total

Percent

< 5sec

15

101

3

119

15%

5-10

58

38

24

120

15%

10-15

85

25

18

128

16%

15-20

77

25

16

118

15%

20-25

62

20

14

96

12%

25-30

49

11

8

68

9%

>30

44

5

5

54

7%

Total

390

225

88

703

Percent

50%

29%

11%

Car

TW

Auto

Total

Percent

< 5sec

36

84

7

127

16%

5-10

71

17

23

111

14%

10-15

73

20

10

103

13%

15-20

58

21

12

91

12%

20-25

49

11

10

70

9%

25-30

39

12

1

52

7%

>30

35

6

8

49

6%

Total

361

171

71

603

Percent

56%

26%

11%

b. Timer

